Croatia
STUDENT TOURS ON LAND AND SEA
with Katarina Line
katarina-line.com
With historical sites visible on every step, stunning natural phenomena, coastal and mountain area closely tied together and more than 1200 islands, Croatia offers numerous possibilities for exciting and different educational or special interest tours, whether on land or on the sea.

10 Fun Facts: (you may not know)
1. Necktie was invented in Croatia
2. Nikola Tesla was born in Croatia in the village Smiljan in Lika region
3. World’s first torpedo was constructed by Ivan Lupis Vukić from Rijeka
4. Croatian Glagolitic script used in the past is the oldest Slavic script
5. Croatia has the highest number of UNESCO Intangible Goods of any European country
6. Dubrovnik is King’s Landing in The Game of Thrones series
7. The Maglite was invented by a Croatian named Tony Maglica
8. First pen was invented by Croatian Slavoljub Penkala in 1906
9. Croatia is the home of the world’s biggest truffle
10. Croatia is home to the world’s smallest town (Hum)
**MUSIC TOURS**
For orchestras & choirs

With extensive experience in organizing complete stays and concerts for different types of orchestras and choirs, Katarina line guarantees your group excellent performances at the most stunning venues in Croatia. Itineraries include interesting educational excursions during the day and gigs in the evenings.

**SERVICES**
- Choice of unique venues
- Marketing and promotion
- Specialized tour leaders
- Instrument rental service
- Diverse excursions portfolio
- Complete concert organization and attractive suggestions

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Zagreb and Zadar city tours
- Illusion museum in Zagreb
- UNESCO protected NP Plitvice lakes
- Zadar Sea Organs
- Rafting on the Zrmanja river
- Castle tour in the hinterland

---

**CROATIA CLASSIC**
The highlights of Croatia

Immerse into the variety of diverse Croatian regions. Travel from Croatian capital – Zagreb, all the way through the mountain area of Gorski Kotar to stunning Plitvice National Park and further along the Adriatic coast to monumental, UNESCO protected Dalmatian town Zadar. Learn about Croatian turbulent past and find out more about ancient times in these areas.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Zagreb and Zadar city tours
- Illusion museum in Zagreb
- UNESCO protected NP Plitvice lakes
- Zadar Sea Organs
- Rafting on the Zrmanja river
- Castle tour in the hinterland

---

**CROACTIVE**
Touch of adrenaline

Croatia is abundant in attractive adventure possibilities. From sliding 200 meters off the ground, to river rafting, buggy safaris, sea kayaking, mountain hiking and much more. Katarina Line will tailor perfect adventure experiences, according to group's wishes, with activities that are supervised by professionals as safety always comes first!

**POSSIBILITIES**
- Zip line over Cetina river, in Pazin or Cres
- Cetina river rafting
- Rock climbing and horse riding around Omiš
- Sea kayaking in Dubrovnik
- Wakeboarding on Krk, Pag or in Istria
- Adrenalin park Pula
- Cycling & hiking tours

---

**THREE COUNTRIES**
In one visit

Visit Croatia, Montenegro and Bosnia & Herzegovina, from the unique Croatian historical Dubrovnik. Perfectly positioned, Dubrovnik offers attractive opportunities of full day excursions to these two countries. Explore Mostar, Budva, Kotor and learn about these countries and their connections and differences from our professional guides.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Dubrovnik historical old town
- Kotor bay in Montenegro
- Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Three UNESCO sites
- Game of Thrones filming sites
Visit three Croatian National Parks and one Nature Park on an exclusive educational 7 night Adriatic cruise. Discover the stunning variety of Croatian geological phenomena and rich diversity of flora and fauna.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Krka Waterfalls National Park
- Kornati National Park
- Paklenica National Park
- Telašćica Nature Park
- Cruising in river Krka estuary
- Swimming near the waterfalls

The Kvarner Bay region in the north Adriatic is famous for its historical and natural diversity making it ideal for the most stunning educational tour from the sea. Learn about the endangered Griffon Vulture species and visit various museums and sites.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- The Baška Tablet dating from 1100 AD
- Museum of ancient glass in Zadar
- Apoxyomenos museum on Lošinj
- Dolphins research center on Lošinj
- Eco-research center of Griffon Vultures
- Famous Rab cake

Cruising from one adventure to the next! Discover the underwater life of Adriatic sea, feel like a bird on the attractive Cetina Canyon zip line and enjoy numerous different activities daily on this one of a kind cruising experience visiting even the most remote Croatian islands Vis and Lastovo.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Cetina river rafting
- Cetina Canyon zip line (8 lines)
- Rock climbing and horse riding in Omiš
- Sea kayaking in Hvar
- Blue Cave on Biševo island
- Lastovo chimneys
- Buggy safari on Korčula
- Parasailing in Bol

Discover where Marco Polo was born, visit the basements of Diocletian’s Palace, one of the most imposing Roman ruins, walk around centuries old and 1940 metres long Dubrovnik city walls and enjoy in wonderful views on Split city from the top of Klis fortress dating from 2 century BC.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Diocletian’s Palace
- Klis Fortress
- Salona
- Korčula
- Stone masonry school on Brač island
- Dubrovnik

Cruises

**KVARNER BAY**
Museums and Griffons

**NATIONAL PARKS**
From the sea

**THE ADVENTURER**
For the strong hearted

**THE WAVES OF HISTORY**
Cruising to the past

Adopt a dolphin

Attractive Zip line with 8 lines
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Cruising from one adventure to the next! Discover the underwater life of Adriatic sea, feel like a bird on the attractive Cetina Canyon zip line and enjoy numerous different activities daily on this one of a kind cruising experience visiting even the most remote Croatian islands Vis and Lastovo.
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- Cetina Canyon zip line (8 lines)
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Discover where Marco Polo was born, visit the basements of Diocletian’s Palace, one of the most imposing Roman ruins, walk around centuries old and 1940 metres long Dubrovnik city walls and enjoy in wonderful views on Split city from the top of Klis fortress dating from 2 century BC.
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Cruises
Katarina Line is one of the leading Croatian DMC’s specialized in student travel and the premier small ship cruise company with weekly guaranteed departures from the end of April to mid-October from the major tourist centers of Opatija, Split and Dubrovnik. Katarina Line itineraries give travellers the chance to explore the stunning natural environment and historical, quaint Mediterranean towns while hopping from one island to another. Katarina line offers numerous special interest programs on land and on board.